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PLAIN RULES

THE RESTORATION OF PERSONS

ArrAIJENTLY DEAD IKOM

DKOWNING.



EESTOBATION OF PERSONS APPARENTLY DKOWNBD.

Fig. 1.

MODK OP FORCISO AND DRAINING OKP WATER AND OTHER ACCUMUl/ATIONS FROM THE STOMAOH,
THROAT, AND MOUTH, ACCORDING TO RULE 2, PREPARATORY TO PERFORMING ARTIFICIAL

BREATHING.

a. Patient's clothing i-olled tightly.

FlO. 2.

MODE OF PERFORMING ARTIPICIAIi BREATHING ACCORDING TO RULES 3 AND 4.

A, Posture of patient according to Rule 3—arms extended backward, and ribs thrown prominently

forward by roll of clothing (a) beneath back.

1), Assistant holding tongue, so as to prevent it falling back into the throat and blocking up air-pas-

Bages to chest. By using handkerchief or similar article, the tongue cannot slip from the grasp, b. Right

hand of assistant grasping both -wTists of patient, keeping arms forcibly extended backwards. If not

available, the assistant may be dispensed with.

C, Operator forcing out of chest aU foul air, preparatory to the inidden letting-go, which compels an

inrush of fresh air, on the. principle of the ordinary bellows. The operator may, if he choose, kneel beside

the patient, or in case of a child, where little force is required, may conduct the process in any attitude

most convenient.



TO RESTORE PERSONS APPARENTLY DEAD FROM
DROWNING. ^

THE DIKECT METHOD of prof, benjamin Howard, of new york,

As taught wider the auspices of the Metropolitan Board of Health of the

City of New York.

Rule 1.— Unless in danger of freezing, never move the patient

from the spot vjhere first rescued, nor alloto bystanders to screen off

the fresh air, Imt INSTANTLY wipe clean the mouth and nos-

trils, rip and remove all clothing to a little helow the waist, rap-

idly rub dry the exposed pa/rt, and give two quick, smarting slaps

on the stomach with yov/r open hand.

If this does not succeed immediately, proceed according to the

following rules to perform artificial breathing

:

Rule 2.

—

Turn the patient on hisface, a large bundle of tightly

rolled clothing being placed beneath his stomach, and p>rGSS heavily

over it upon the spine for half a minute.

Rule 3.

—

Turn the patient quickly again on his back, tJie roll

of clothing being so placed beneath it as to make the short ribs bidge

prominently forward, and raise them a little higher than the level

of the mouth. Let some bystander hold the tip of tJie tongue out of
one corner of the mouth with a dry handkerchief and hold both

ha/nds of the patient together, the arms being stretchedforcibly back

ahove the head.

Rule 4.

—

Kneel astride the patient''s hips, and with your hands

resting on his stomach, spread out your fingers so that you can grxisp

the waist about the short ribs. Now, throw all your weight steadily

forward tipon your hands, while you at the same time squeeze the

ribs deeply, as if you icished to force everything in the chest upwards
out of the mouth. Continue this while you cam, slowly count—one,—
TWO,—THREE ;

—

then SUDDENLY let go, with afinalpush, which
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sprmgs youhaok to your first kneeling position. Remaim, erect upon

your knees while youcan cotmt—one,—two ;

—

then throvjyow weight

forward again as hefoi'e, repeating the entire motions—atfirst about

four or fi/ve times a minute, ina^easing the rate gradually to about

fifteen times a minute, a/nd continuing with the saone regularity of
time and motion as is observed in the natural breathing which you

are imitating.

Rule 5.

—

Continue this treatment, though appa/rently unsuccess-

ful, for two hours, until the patient begins to breathe / and for a

while after this help him by well-timed pressure to deepen his fi/rst

gasps intoftill, deep breaths j while the friction of the limhs, which

should ifpossible have been kept up during the entire process, is now
further increased. •

Rule 6.—AFTER-TREATMENT—externally. As soon as

the breathing has become p>erfectly natural, strip the pat/isnt raindly

and completely. Enwrap him in blanksts only. Put him in bed

in a room comfortably wa/rm, but with a free circulation of fresh

AIR, a7id exceptfor the administration of internal treatment, let him
ha/06 PERFECT REST,

Internally. Give a little hot brandy and water, or other stimu-

lant at hand, every ten or fifteen minutes for tJie first hour, a/nd as

often thereafter as may seem expedient.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE TREATMENT.

Death from drowning is caused not because of the presence of

water as such, but because of the absence of fresh air from the

chest.

Whether excluded by water, as in drowning
;
by a cord closing

the windpipe, as in hanging
;
by dense smoke, as in a burning build-

ing
;
by foul gas, as in an old well, or from escape of ordinary burn-

ing gas into a close room ; whether by burying the face in a soft

pillow, or by a piece of tough meat lodged in the throat, corking

up the entrance to the windpipe—in all these cases the immediate

cause of death is one and the same.

The BREATH is the life. Let it be shut out from the chest, or

anything else be entirely substituted for it, and suffocation at once

begins, and this continued always ends in death.

To avert death, then, and reawaken life in all these cases, you
must not begin by giving a little stimulus, or " something reviving,"
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as it is called
; not by ap[)lying liot blankets, nor putting the patient

into a nice warm bed. The first and instant necessity is, if possible,

to GIVE hreath until the patient is sufficiently recovered to be able

to TAKE hreath for himself. This alone can start life ae-ain, and
maintain it in action. If the draft and door of a stove is long
kept tightly closed the fire dies away to an interior spark. If in

this condition you begin to pat in more coal, your disturbance is

very likely to completely extinguish the remaining spark.

To apply heat in any form to the outside around the stove

would be simply absurd and ridiculous. If, on the contrary, you
should open the draft, rake away the ashes and dead coals from the

mouth of the draft up to the interior spark, open the damper and
set a current of air in motion through the stove, or in a great emer-
gency add a few gentle steady pufis from the bellows, you would
be adopting what all experience proves to be the most sensible

and only successful way to rekindle your fire to brightness and
warmth.

The relation of fresh air to the burning of a fire is precisely what
it is to the reviving and continuance of Hfe. Therefore, if the friction,

the breeze, and the slap upon the nerves over the stomach, as

directed in Rule 1, ftiil to startle and revive the patient, then it is

necessary to at once see that the track from the mouth to the chest

is clear, so that the passage of air to the chest be not obstructed.

By following the directions of Bule 2, fluids accumulated in

the stomach, chest, or throat are removed. The stomach, at a greater

elevation than any other part of the track, is pressed between the

roll of clothing and tlie spine, whence water or other accumulations

have a complete drainage down to and out of the mouth, which is

the lowest point.

The next step is to induce air to enter the chest by what is called

artificial breathing or respiration. Rule 3 prevents the tongue
tumbling back into the throat, to choke it up as by a piece of dead
meat, and provides for its tip being kept out and to one side of

the mouth. Also by keeping the arms well stretched back, helps to'

keep the chest somewhat expanded.

The actual breathing is eft'ected by the directions in Rule 4.

In order to understand this, it must be remembered that the chest

containing the elastic lungs is an open-work, ribbed, bony box, which
above the bottom of the breast-bone is scarcely movable, except by
one's own will, the ribs being fastened both in front to the breast-

bone and behind to the spine. The ribs below the breast-bone, known
as the short ribs, are fastened only behind to the spine

;
they are

very elastic and loose, and thus are called the floating ribs.



It is tliis enables any foolisli woman to diminish the size of Iter

waist to any standard fashion may demand.
All the breathing necessary to life can be performed by this i)art

of the chest alone, as is generally the case during sleep.

When the pressure is made upon this part of the chest, then, as

directed in Rule 4, the cavity of the chest is greatly diminished

;

what air is in it is partially forced out ; and on suddenly letting go,

the natural elasticity of these semi-cartilaginous ribs compels them
to spring back to their natural position. This would create a

vacuum, but that the fresh air is thus compelled to rush in through
the mouth to occupy the otherwise vacant space.

This action, repeated as directed, compels successive volumes of

fresh air to enter the chest just as occurs in natural breathing, and
so it is called and constitutes " artificial breathing" or " artificial

respiration."

The first returning natural gasps are apt to be irregular, and if

the artificial breathing be continued regardless of them, the motions
of the operator may actually interfere with and interrupt them

;

therefore, as directed in Rule 5, let your motions be so timed to the

natural effort of the patient as simply to aid and deepen his breath-

ing, which is as yet imperfect and insufiicient.

With life comes heat, but the latter may be greatly favored by
following the direction in Rxile 6. Warmth, rest and fresh air are

now to be regarded as the important means of completing the resus-

citation already begun.
These Rules, except Rule 2, are equally applicable in apparent

death from suttbcation from any cause whatever, whether from
hanging, chloroform, foul gases or in still-birth. In the latter case,

the lungs never having been expanded, it is better to combine forci-

ble inflation by the mouth alternately with the forcible expiration

by pressure.

To practice forcible inflation, the mouth being well cleared of

mucus, close the nostrils with one hand while with the other you
open the mouth widely by pressing upon the lower front teeth.

The Larynx, known as Adam's Apple, is gently pressed upon so as

to prevent air passing behind it into the stomach ; and then having
taken a very full breath, fit your lips to those of the patient and blow
with a steady force, nearly emptying your lungs at one efibrt ; then
compress as directed in regular alternation.

In death from either of the above-mentioned causes, the machinery
of the human system is in no part damaged nor broken ; the engine
has only ceased moving, the fires of life being put out.

It is this which allows a hope of resuscitation we cannot -cherish

in death from other causes. In some of these cases, so long does the
vital spark linger after all signs of life have ceased, that recoveries

are recorded from a few minutes to two or three hours after the pa-

tient, but for artificial respiration, would have been abandoned for

burial. Since a few familiar lectures on the subject of resuscitation

were given to some of the policemen of New York, the resuscita-

tion of drowned persons by them has been frequently reported.

By an hour's practice upon a friend, any reader may acquire as

much skill for such emergencies as a physician need possess, and at

this small cost may perhaps obtain the life-long satisfaction of hav-
ing restored one or more valuable lives otherwise irrecoverably lost-
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A NEW AND POPULAR GUIDE

TO THE ART OJ-' PJtKSEItVIXO HEALTH AND TItEATING DISEASE:

With Plain Advice for all Medical and Surgical Emergencies of the Family,

')XTAINI>JCi CLEAR DESCIUl'TIONS OF THE STRlCTrRE AND FUNCTIONS OF THE HUMAN BODY; THE
INFLUENCE OF OCCiri'ATION ON HEALTH AND LONOKVITY ; THE LAWS OF INHERITANCE ; NEW

AND ORIGINAL CHAPTERS ON STniULANTS AND NARCOTICS. CLIMATE, ELECTRICITY
AND NERVOUS DISEASES OF MODERN TIMES; DIRECTIONS FOR THE CARE OF

THE SICK AND THE 51ANAGEMENT OF INFANTS AND CHILDREN ; WITH
A DESCRIPTION 'OF RECENT MEDICAL DISCOVERIES AND IM-

PROVEMENTS. AND PLAIN SUGGES NS FOR THE
TREATMENT OF DISEASES. AP i -L. TO THE

HOUSEHOLD. AND FOR THOSB BE-
YOND THE READY CAI.L

OF A PHYSICIAN.

The whole is based on the most Jteeettt and the Hif/hest Authorities, and brought
down to the Latest Dates.

By GEO. M. BEARD, A.M., M.D.
LKCTt'RKK ON NERVOUS OISKASKS IN TlIK UMVKKSITV OF NEW YOKK ; MBMBFR 01' THE NEW YORK fOTNTV MKnicAI. SOCIKTl'

;

ONE OF THE ACTHORS OF ** THE MEDICAL I'SE OF ELECTRICITY," ETC.

The Publishers prosent " Our Home Physician " with th(^ assurance that it is the most
important and vahiable Medical Guide ever offered to the American public. To this admirable
work our author has given careful study, investifjation and experience, and now presents it to the
public as the result of a large and extended practice in New York City. From the author's preface
we learn ;

—

" This book has been prepared to meet a want that has been long and widely felt—of a single

work which should give a comprehensive and accurate knowledge of Medical science of the present
day, in as mucli detail as can be useful to those not medically educated. 1 have left no stone un-
turned to make the work fully represent the best and most recent opinions and experiences of the

leading authorities of our day in the various dei)artuients, all of which are brought down to the

most recent dates. Diseases, "their symptoms and treatment, and in fact nearly every department
of Medical science, has changed wonderfully during the past twenty years, and Medical works and
authors that were once considered authorities are now worse than useless, tending only to mis-

lead with dangerous results.
" This work not only includes all that has ever been attempted in similar works, but also

several hundred new remedies, new systems of treatment, new diseases and new subjects in the

department of health that have never yet appeared in any work designed for the people. There
are yet among the people those who" have a- blind faith in some school or exclusive system 'of

treatment; to all such let me say that the wise physician of our time belongs to no "school," no
" ism," no " pathy," but uses for his patients all things which have proved to be beneficial. On
this principle this work is based. The best physicians of our day are not narrow or bigoted, as

some suppose, but are the most liberal and progi-essive of men. 1 have written in the work just

what I say every day to my patients, in my popular essays, and in my lectures before lyceums and
colleges. I have here said just what your family physician would tell you if he had the time and
occasion to explain the different diseases, their sym])toms and treatments. My aim has also been
to make the work so clear that the wayfaring man might not err therein, and yet so thorough and
exhaustive that the educated i)hysician should find in it much to perfect his knowledge and refresh

his mcmorv."

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

COISTDITIOITS.
The work will be printed from new and beautiful type, on good paper, and will contain

over one thousand octavo pages. It will be embellished with nearly one hundred and fifty first-

class engravings, practical illustrations and outlines, and comprised in one large octavo volume,

and furnished fo subscribers in—

Extr -Cnfllish Cloth, Gilt Back, Jieveled Hoards, . - . $5.00
Fine Leather, lAhrary Style, Sprinkled Edges, . - - - 6.00

Half Turkey Morocco, Cloth Sides, Marbled Edges, - - . S.OO

This work is sold only by subscription, and can be obtained only through our authorized

Agents. Subscribers will not be obliged to take the work unless it corresponds with the descrip-

tion in every particular.
. ^.^^^^^ -rr-p . WTm-r-.-rxAGENTS WANTED.

In places where we have no Agents, samples will be sent upon receipt of price.

E. B. TREAT & CO., Publishers, 654 Broadway, N. Y.
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